A novel framework for horizontal and vertical data integration in cancer studies with application to survival time prediction models.
Recently high-throughput technologies have been massively used alongside clinical tests to study various types of cancer. Data generated in such large-scale studies are heterogeneous, of different types and formats. With lack of effective integration strategies novel models are necessary for efficient and operative data integration, where both clinical and molecular information can be effectively joined for storage, access and ease of use. Such models, combined with machine learning methods for accurate prediction of survival time in cancer studies, can yield novel insights into disease development and lead to precise personalized therapies. We developed an approach for intelligent data integration of two cancer datasets (breast cancer and neuroblastoma) - provided in the CAMDA 2018 'Cancer Data Integration Challenge', and compared models for prediction of survival time. We developed a novel semantic network-based data integration framework that utilizes NoSQL databases, where we combined clinical and expression profile data, using both raw data records and external knowledge sources. Utilizing the integrated data we introduced Tumor Integrated Clinical Feature (TICF) - a new feature for accurate prediction of patient survival time. Finally, we applied and validated several machine learning models for survival time prediction. We developed a framework for semantic integration of clinical and omics data that can borrow information across multiple cancer studies. By linking data with external domain knowledge sources our approach facilitates enrichment of the studied data by discovery of internal relations. The proposed and validated machine learning models for survival time prediction yielded accurate results. This article was reviewed by Eran Elhaik, Wenzhong Xiao and Carlos Loucera.